
Our Mission
Centro Culturale Italiano di Buffalo (CCI) serves as a resource for all members of our

diverse community to preserve, promote and celebrate our Italian heritage, culture,

traditions, values, and legacy of our immigrant ancestors.

About the CCI
CCI Buffalo was formed as a 501(c)3 non-profit organization whose mission is to

promote value to our society by way of the Italian culture, heritage, and particularly

its language. Founded in 2010 by Dr. Giacobbe and his late wife, Renata Scognamiglio

Giacobbe, this dynamic couple envisioned a welcoming and inclusive environment

with access for all. 

Today, CCI Buffalo provides a space where Italians, Italian-Americans, and all other

individuals with an interest in Italian heritage and/or education meet, interact, learn

from one another, and celebrate the richness of Italian culture. CCI Buffalo has grown

from humble beginnings to a strong organization of over 1250 members, comprised of

persons of all ages. Notable cultural and educational accomplishments over the past

year include: Vibrant educational programs; Cooking classes; Monthly ‘story hour’ for

children; Italian language instruction at various levels; Classical Italian movies with

English subtitles; Monthly lectures on Italian culture; Sponsored Concerts and an

inspiring ten-day excursion to Italy attended by 40+ members of CCI Buffalo and the

greater community. Additionally, CCI Buffalo is a resource for exchange students to

and from Italy and for individuals who travel to Italy for business or pleasure. 

Buffalo’s Italian Renaissance ... Be a Part of It! Recognizing that countless

organizations and individuals are dependent on CCI Buffalo to provide programs and

services that no one else can or will, the CCI opened a new facility at 2351 Delaware

Ave to expand its offerings. Since its opening, the CCI has offered a robust calendar

of programs and events. In both 2022 and 2023, the CCI was awarded Best Cultural

Programming by Buffalo Spree Magazine. 


